An Hour for Piano
Program Notes to be read while hearing
by Tom Johnson
It is important that you try not to allow the program notes to distract you
from concentrating on the music. They are intended to increase your ability
to concentrate on the piece, and not to distract from it. If you find that
reading the program notes does not increase your ability to concentrate on
the music, you should not read further at this time. Perhaps, at some later
time, you will find that reading the program notes will increase your ability to
concentrate on the music.

Perhaps you are not sure whether the program notes are helping you to
concentrate on the music or not. In order to determine whether they are
helping you, you may wish to stop at the end of this paragraph, and see
how clearly you can recall the music which you heard while you were
reading the paragraph. If you can remember the music clearly, then
perhaps the program notes are increasing your ability to concentrate on the
music. If you can not remember the music clearly, it is probably because
reading the program notes has been distracting you from listening to the
music. If they have been distracting you, you should not read further at this
time. Perhaps, at some later time, you will find that reading the program
notes will increase your ability to concentrate on the music.

This paragraph occurs several times in the program notes. However, it will
probably seem different each time, because you will be listening to different
music each time. You may find it interesting to compare the effect that the
paragraph has when it is read in different musical contexts. Perhaps you
will find that sometimes this paragraph increases your ability to concentrate
on the music and sometimes it does not. Perhaps it will be more helpful to
you on first reading than in later readings. Or perhaps the reverse is true.

You may find it interesting to consider that the form of the piece is
determined to a large extent by you, since you are free to read or not read
the program notes at any time. If you read the program notes very quickly
and do not look at them again, you will hear the piece in one way. If you
read very slowly, thinking and listening as you read each sentence, you will
hear the piece in a very different way. If you alternate between reading and
not reading, you will hear the piece in another way. Many other patterns
might be followed. Probably no two people would follow the same pattern.
You may find it interesting to consider the pattern you have been following
up to this point. Perhaps you will want to continue following the same
pattern. Or perhaps you will want to change the pattern.

Perhaps you will find that some sections in the program notes increase
your ability to concentrate on the music more than other sections. Perhaps
you will find that the program notes increase your ability to concentrate on
some sections of the music more than on others. Perhaps you will find that
certain sections in the program notes are particularly helpful when read in
conjunction with certain sections in the music. Perhaps you will find that the
program notes increase your ability to concentrate on the music more when
the music is rather constant than when it is changing. Or perhaps the
reverse is true. Or perhaps the program notes are about equally helpful,
regardless of whether the music is rather constant or whether it is
changing. Perhaps you will find that certain sections in the program notes
are not at all helpful, when read in conjunction with certain sections in the
music.

If reading the program notes is not helping you to concentrate on the music,
perhaps you should consider the possibility that you are reading too quickly
or too slowly. Perhaps if you read the program notes more quickly or more
slowly, they will be more helpful to you in increasing your ability to
concentrate on the music. You may also wish to consider that the program
notes may be more helpful to you if you do not read them continuously, but
in sections. Perhaps if you stop reading from time to time, and listen to the
music by itself for a while, you will find that the program notes will be more

helpful to you when you return to them. You may also want to consider the
length of the piece. The program notes are also rather long, but if you read
them at a normal pace you will finish them long before you finish hearing
the music. But if you read slowly, or if you stop from time to time, you may
finish reading them about the same time the music finishes. You may find
that the program notes do not increase your ability to concentrate on the
music, regardless of how you read them. In that case, you should not read
further at this time. Perhaps, at some later time, you will find that reading
the program notes will increase your ability to concentrate on the music.

The music you are now hearing is probably very similar to some section
you will hear later. You may find that it is more interesting to you now than it
will be later. Or perhaps you will find that it will be more interesting later
than it is now.

This paragraph occurs several times in the program notes. However, it will
probably seem different each time, because you will be listening to different
music each time. You may find it interesting to compare the effect that the
paragraph has when it is read in different musical contexts. Perhaps you
will find that sometimes this paragraph increases your ability to concentrate
on the music and sometimes it does not. Perhaps it will be more helpful to
you on first reading than in later readings. Or perhaps the reverse is true.

If you have been reading continuously up to this point, perhaps you should
put the program notes down and listen to the music by itself for a while. If
you have already done this, you may want to do it again. Perhaps you will
find that you are able to concentrate on the music better when you are not
trying to read at the same time. Perhaps you will find that you are able to
concentrate on the music better when you are reading the program notes.

You may find it interesting to consider how many types of music you have
already heard, or will hear. You may also find it interesting to consider how
many different topics have been or will be discussed in the program notes.

Some people might feel that there are only three different types of things in
the music and eight or nine different types of things in the program notes.
Some people might feel that there are eight or nine different types of things
in the music and only a few different types of things in the program notes.
Some people might count the different types of things very differently. Some
people will probably have no interest in counting the number of different
types of things in the music and in the program notes.

From time to time, you should ask yourself whether or not the program
notes have been distracting you from the music. It is important that you try
not to allow the program notes to distract you from concentrating on the
music, as they are intended to increase your ability to concentrate on the
music, and not to distract from it. If you find that attempting to read and
listen at the same time is too difficult or too restricting, you should not read
further at this time. Perhaps, at some later time, you will find that reading
the program notes will increase your ability to concentrate on the music. If
you find that the program notes are always distracting and never increase
your ability to concentrate on the music, perhaps you will want to forget all
about the program notes and never read any further. Or perhaps you will
want to forget all about both the program notes and the music, and think
about something completely unrelated to either. You may find it interesting
to notice what sorts of thoughts cross your mind.

If the music you are now hearing is rather constant, you may find it
interesting to consider when it will change. If the music you are now hearing
seems to be changing, you may find it interesting to consider when it will
begin to sound rather constant again. Perhaps you feel that the music is
always rather constant. Or perhaps you feel that the music is always
changing. Some people will probably have no interest in making such
comparisons.

You may find that the music is distracting you from the program notes, and
that you are not comprehending all the ideas you are reading. That is not
important, since the program notes are intended to increase your ability to

concentrate on the music and are not that important in themselves. But if
you find that the program notes are distracting you from the music, you
should not read further at this time. Perhaps, at some later time, you will
find that reading the program notes will increase your ability to concentrate
on the music.

The music you are now hearing is probably very similar to some section
you will hear later. It may also be very similar to some section you have
already heard. You may find that it is more interesting to you now than it will
be later or than it was before. Perhaps it is less interesting to you now than
it was or will be at some other time.

If the program notes are distracting you from the music, it may be because
you are reading too slowly or too quickly. Perhaps, if you read more slowly
or more quickly, the program notes will increase your ability to concentrate
on the music. You may also wish to consider the length of the piece. You
should be able to estimate roughly how long it will take you to finish reading
them at your present rate, and about how much music will be left after you
finish the program notes. Since you will probably not feel like rereading any
of the program notes, you may wish to pace yourself so that you finish
reading them about the same time the music finishes. Or perhaps you will
want to finish the program notes and then listen to the music by itself. It is
important to remember that the form of the piece is determined to a large
extent by you.

This paragraph occurs several times in the program notes. However, it will
probably seem different each time, because you will be listening to different
music each time. You may find it interesting to compare the effect that the
paragraph has when it is read in different musical contexts. Perhaps you
will find that sometimes this paragraph increases your ability to concentrate
on the music and sometimes it does not. Perhaps it will be more helpful to
you on first reading than in later readings. Or perhaps the reverse is true.

Perhaps you will find that some sections in the program notes distract you
from listening to the music more than other sections. You may find it
interesting to consider which sections are the most distracting. Perhaps you
will find that some sections in the music interest you more than other
sections, regardless of what you may be reading in the program notes. You
may find it interesting to consider which sections these are. Perhaps you
concentrate on the music more when it is rather constant than when it is
changing. Or perhaps the reverse is true. Perhaps you feel that the music is
always rather constant. Perhaps you feel that the music is always
changing. Some people will probably have no interest in making such
comparisons.

It is important to remember that the program notes are intended to increase
your ability to concentrate on the music, and not to distract from it. If you
find it too difficult or too restricting to read and listen at the same time, you
should not read further at this time. Perhaps, at some later time, you will
find that reading the program notes will increase your ability to concentrate
on the music.

If you are not sure whether the program notes are helping you to
concentrate on the music or not, you may wish to stop at the end of this
paragraph, and see how clearly you can remember the music which you
heard while you were reading the paragraph. Since this same procedure
was suggested earlier in the program notes, you may find it interesting to
compare your ability to remember the music now with your ability to
remember the music then. Perhaps you will be able to remember the music
which goes with this paragraph better than you were able to remember the
music which went with that earlier paragraph. Perhaps you were able to
remember the music better when you read the earlier paragraph.

If you have been reading continuously up to this point, you should consider
putting the program notes down and listening to the music by itself for a
while. Perhaps you will find that you are better able to concentrate on the
music when you are not attempting to read the program notes at the same

time. Perhaps you will find that the program notes were increasing your
ability to concentrate on the music, and that you will not be able to
concentrate on the music as well when you are not reading the program
notes. If you are able to concentrate on the music better when you are not
reading the program notes, you should not read further at this time.
Perhaps, at some later time, you will find that reading the program notes
will increase your ability to concentrate on the music. If you find that the
program notes are always distracting, you may not want to read the
remaining paragraphs at all.

It is important to remember that the form of the piece is determined to a
large extent by you, since you are free to read or not read the program
notes at any time. If you have been alternating between reading and not
reading, you have been hearing the piece in one way. If you have been
reading continuously up to this point, you have been hearing the piece in
another way. If you are now reading more quickly or more slowly than when
you began, that too would affect the way you have been hearing the piece.
Perhaps you will want to continue reading the program notes in the same
way. Or perhaps you will want to change the pattern.

The following paragraph has already occurred in the program notes three
times. Perhaps the idea of reading it a fourth time will not appeal to you. If
so, you may want to read it very quickly this time. Or perhaps you will want
to skip it entirely. But if the idea of reading it a fourth time does not seem
too difficult or too restricting, you may want to read it again in much the
same way you read it before. Perhaps, since you are now very familiar with
it, you will find that it does not distract you from the music as much as it did
before. Or perhaps you will find that it is more distracting than before. You
may also find that it is more difficult to comprehend and relate to than it was
when you read it before.

This paragraph occurs several times in the program notes. However, it will
probably seem different each time, because you will be listening to different
music each time. You may find it interesting to compare the effect that the

paragraph has when it is read in different musical contexts. Perhaps you
will find that sometimes this paragraph increases your ability to concentrate
on the music and sometimes it does not. Perhaps it will be more helpful to
you on first reading than in later readings. Or perhaps the reverse is true.

Now that you are approaching the end of the program notes, you may want
to consider the length of the piece. You should be able to estimate roughly
how long it will take you to finish reading the program notes at your present
rate, and about how much music will be left after you finish reading them.
Since you are free to read or not read the program notes at any time, the
form of the piece is determined to a large extent by you. Perhaps you will
want to stop reading at this point, and return to the remaining paragraphs
when you think the piece is about to finish. Perhaps you will want to
continue reading at your present rate. Or perhaps you will want to read the
remaining paragraphs more slowly or more quickly. How you experience
the last part of the piece will be determined partly by the pattern you
choose for reading the last part of the program notes.

The music you are hearing now is probably very similar to some section
you heard earlier. You may find that it is more interesting to you now than it
was before. Or perhaps it was more interesting to you then than it is now.

In order to determine whether the program notes have been increasing
your ability to concentrate on the music, you may find it interesting to see
how clearly you can remember all the music you have heard up to this
point, and how clearly you can remember all the program notes you have
read up to this point. If you can remember the music more clearly than you
can remember the program notes, the program notes have probably been
helping you to concentrate on the music. If you can remember what you
have read more clearly than you can remember what you have heard, the
program notes have probably been distracting you from the music, and you
should not read further at this time. Perhaps, at some later time, you will
find that reading the program notes will increase your ability to concentrate
on the music.

When you finish reading the program notes, you may wish to consider how
much of the piece remains to be played, and how you will want to listen to
the music once you have finished the program notes. If the program notes
have increased your ability to concentrate on the music you may want to
reread parts of them. Perhaps, if you do reread parts of them, they will
continue to increase your ability to concentrate on the music. Probably you
will not feel like rereading the program notes, and will want to put them
down and listen to the music by itself. Perhaps you will find that you will be
able to concentrate on the music better after you have finished reading the
program notes. Or perhaps you will find that you will continue to think about
the program notes, even though you have finished reading them. Or
perhaps you will want to think about something completely unrelated to
either the music or the program notes. You may find it interesting to notice
what sorts of thoughts cross your mind.

-- Tom Johnson (1974)

